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Abstract This study identifies the fast (i.e., ∼ days–weeks) transport pathways that connect the
Northern Hemisphere surface to the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) during northern
summer by integrating a large (90 member) ensemble of Boundary Impulse Response tracers in the Whole
Atmosphere Community Climate Model version 5. We show that there is a fast transport pathway that
occurs over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India, the Arabian Sea, and Saudi Arabia;
furthermore, we show that during July this pathway connects the Northern Hemisphere surface to the
UTLS on a modal time scale of 5–10 days. A less efficient transport pathway is also identified over the
western Pacific. A detailed budget analysis reveals that, while convective processes are responsible for
transport to 200–300 hPa, the resolved dynamics, specifically the vertical eddy flux, dominate at
100–150 hPa. Transport variations are analyzed on weekly, monthly, and interannual time scales and are
largely related to differences in the resolved dynamics in the UTLS.

1. Introduction
The coupling between the troposphere and the stratosphere is an important component of the global general
circulation of the atmosphere (e.g., Holton et al., 1995). It also plays an important role in understanding
the global budget of chemical constituents and their feedback on the climate system. In particular, recent
studies have found the summer monsoon system to be an efficient pathway in coupling the troposphere and
the stratosphere (e.g., Park et al., 2007, 2009). Observational studies from satellites, aircraft, and balloons
have consistently found large concentrations of water vapor in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UTLS) above the Asian and North American summer monsoon regions (e.g., Bian et al., 2012; Fu et al.,
2006; Randel & Park, 2006; Rosenlof et al., 1997). High concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) and other
tropospheric pollutants as well as low levels of ozone are also found aloft above the monsoon regions (e.g.,
Li et al., 2005; Park et al., 20072008, 2009; Randel et al., 2010; Randel & Park, 2006). In addition, the summer
monsoon region is also critical for stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (e.g., Skerlak et al., 2015; Tyrlis
et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018).

Although studies in general agree that troposphere-to-stratosphere transport over the summer monsoon
region occurs due to upward lifting via deep convection and horizontal confinement within the strong and
closed upper-level anticyclone (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2006; Orbe et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2016;
Park et al., 2009; Randel et al., 2010; Tissier & Legras, 2016; Vogel et al., 2015, 2019), discrepancies exist
among previous studies with respect to the interplay between these processes, and the mechanism under-
lying the transport is not completely understood. For example, Fu et al. (2006) used satellite measurements
of chemical tracers and rainfall and backward trajectory models and found that overshooting of water vapor
is deeper over the Tibetan Plateau and its southern slope than over the monsoon region. As a result, they
argued that convection over the Tibetan Plateau provides the main pathway for transporting water vapor
into the UTLS. Similar conclusions were also found in Bergman et al. (2013) who also used a backward
trajectory model.
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While the previous studies have primarily emphasized the role of convective transport, other studies have
arrived at different conclusions, with Park et al. (2009) showing that carbon monoxide is advected vertically
to the tropopause primarily by the large-scale upward motion on the eastern side of the anticyclone right
above the surface source region, with the Tibetan Plateau playing a relatively minor contribution to trans-
port to the UTLS. Since previous studies examined chemical constituents that have different sources and
sinks and used different diagnostic approaches, it is difficult to interpret the discrepancies in their proposed
transport mechanisms. Therefore, there is a need for studies that examine the tracer-independent character-
istics (i.e., independent of specific chemical sources and sinks) of transport from the boundary layer to the
UTLS. Similar approaches have been utilized to examine stratosphere-troposphere exchange (Orbe et al.,
2012) and transport from the Northern Hemisphere (NH) to the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (Orbe et al.,
2016). Here we utilize such a tracer-independent approach to diagnose the transport pathways that connect
the NH surface to the UTLS, at around 100 hPa. The transport on fast time scale of 1–2 weeks is important
because of the importance of short-lived species in affecting stratospheric chemistry (e.g., Hossaini et al.,
2015). Specifically, we aim to address the following questions: (1) Is there a preferred transport pathway from
the NH surface to the UTLS during northern summer? (2) What is the time scale of the transport, especially
for those transport pathways operating on fast (i.e., daily) time scales? (3) What is the mechanism underly-
ing the transport? Section 2 describes the pulse tracer diagnostic, numerical model experiments, and tracer
budget diagnostics. Section 3 presents the results describing the transport pathway from the surface to the
UTLS, the underlying mechanism, and variations among tracer ensembles. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Model Experiments and Diagnostics
In order to diagnose transport from the NH surface to the UTLS, we use the “Boundary Impulse Response
(BIR)” or, more simply, the “pulse” tracer approach, as applied in previous studies to examine seasonal
variations in stratospheric age spectra (Li et al., 2012; Ploeger & Birner, 2016) and in transport from the
NH midlatitude surface to the SH (Orbe et al., 2016). More precisely, the BIR is the time-evolving response
(r, t|ΩNH , t′) at a location r and time t to a pulse of a conserved and passive tracer that is placed over the NH
source region (hereafterΩNH) at a specific time t′. Since the BIR is not subject to any interior sources or sinks,
it is “tracer-independent” (e.g., Holzer & Hall, 2000; Orbe et al., 2012) and thus provides a direct measure
of the transport of air released in the NH source region to the UTLS, uncomplicated in its interpretation by
chemical processes.

It is important to note that, while the BIR approach may be used to construct the transit-time distribution
(TTD) (r, 𝜏|ΩNH), with the elapsed transit time 𝜏 = t − t′, which partitions the air at r according to the
elapsed or “transit” time (𝜏) since last contact at ΩNH (Holzer & Hall, 2000), the focus of the present study
is on the BIR, not the TTD. That is, we are most interested in quantifying the distribution of times (t − t′)
that connect ΩNH to r and how that depends explicitly on when that air was released at the surface (t′). By
comparison, the TTD captures the distribution of transit times at r independent of when that air was last
at the Earth's surface. The TTD is a kind of boundary propagator. As in Haine et al. (2008), the boundary
propagator (r, t|Ω, t′) is, by definition, a Green's function that solves the continuity equation for the mixing
ratio of a conserved and passive tracer 𝜒 such that, for uniform mixing ratio over a given source region Ω,
the tracer 𝜒 can be expressed in terms of the BIR as follows: 𝜒(r, t) = ∫ t

−∞ 𝜒(Ω, t′)(r, t|Ω, t′)dt′. The TTD,
by comparison, is simply a recasting of the BIR in terms of the elapsed transit time, which can be desirable
in studies aimed at quantifying the time scales for Ω-to-r transport independent of when that air was last
released at the source region. For steady flows the BIR is time translation invariant such that it equals the
TTD (i.e., (r, t|Ω, t − 𝜏) = (r, t′ + 𝜏|Ω, t′)). However, for the complex flows examined here this relation
does not hold. For more on the differences between the two we refer the reader to Haine et al. (2008). Thus,
while the TTD is most appropriate for studies of the age spectrum (Holzer & Hall, 2000; Li et al., 2012; Orbe
et al., 2016), the BIR is more appropriate for the goals of this study.

We use the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 5, which is the high-top atmo-
spheric component of the Community Earth System Model version 1 (CESM1; Hurrell et al., 2013). The
WACCM5 version that we use in this study has a horizontal resolution of 1.25◦ longitude by 0.9◦ latitude
and 110 vertical layers that significantly improve the vertical resolution in the midtroposphere and lower
stratosphere (vertical resolution of 0.5 km) with a model top at about 140 km (Garcia & Richter, 2019).
Because of the finer vertical resolution, this 110-layer model version better simulates the UTLS tempera-
ture and zonal wind as well as the stratospheric water vapor distribution over the Asian summer monsoon
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region (Wang et al., 2018). WACCM5 uses the same model physics as the Community Atmospheric Model
version 5 (CAM5) (Neale et al., 2010). Specifically, it uses the shallow convection scheme from Park and
Bretherton (2009) and deep convection scheme developed by Zhang and McFarlane (1995). More details on
WACCM5-L110 can be found in Butchart et al. (2018). We integrate the model with prescribed historical sea
surface temperatures and sea ice concentrations from January 1981 to December 1994.

We implement the pulse tracer diagnostic in WACCM5-L110. The tracer is uniformly released over the entire
NH surface only during the first day (spanning 24 hr) during which the tracer concentration is set to a value
of 1 mol/mol, and is then freely transported in the atmosphere by resolved and parameterized processes.
The tracer is subject to no loss in the atmosphere, but its concentration is set to 0 whenever the tracer is in
contact with the NH surface after the first day. Since the monsoon system can vary largely over the course of
the season (e.g., Goswami & Mohan, 2001), we want to explicitly evaluate how the corresponding transport
times also may vary (i.e., with respect to the tracer release time t′). Therefore, in order to assess that (in
as computationally affordable approach as possible), we implement a large ensemble of tracers and release
them on different days during the summer. Specifically, we release 10 tracers each summer, that is, on 3, 10,
17, 24, and 31 July and 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31 August, respectively, for nine summers including 1981–1987,
1989, and 1990 (we made a mistake and failed to save the correct tracer output during 1988). Thus, in total we
have 45 July tracers and 45 August tracers. Daily mean values of tracer concentration during the first year and
a half are saved, and monthly values are saved in the following 3 years. The pulse tracer approach is similar
to Orbe et al. (2016) except that we release the tracer uniformly over the entire NH surface, instead of the NH
midlatitude surface, defined in that study to span latitudes between 30◦N and 50◦N. In addition—and most
importantly—here we use a much larger ensemble of pulse tracers (90 vs. 4) that enables us to evaluate the
sensitivity of transport to weekly, monthly, and interannual time scales in a manner that was not explored
in that study.

Another novelty of our approach compared to Orbe et al. (2016) is that we explicitly evaluate the budget of
the pulse tracers with time, such that we can evaluate which mechanisms contribute most to the transport
of tracers emitted at the surface to the UTLS. More specifically, the tracer budget is calculated as

𝜕T1
𝜕t

= TAT1 + VDT1 + TCOND_T1 + TCONS_T1, (1)

where T1 denotes the pulse tracer, which approximates the BIR Green's function (r, t|ΩNH , t′) with t′ repre-
senting the release time of the pulse tracer. TAT1, VDT1, TCOND_T1, and TCONS_T1 denote the transport
tendency due to resolved dynamics, vertical diffusion, deep convection, and shallow convection, respec-
tively, and are saved from the WACCM output. In addition, the resolved dynamics term in the zonal mean
can be further decomposed into advection and eddy transport following the Transformed Eulerian Mean
(TEM) framework:

TAT1 = −v̄∗T1𝑦 − w̄∗T1z + ez∕H∇ · M⃗, (2)

where M⃗ = −ez∕H[v′T1′ − v′𝜃′
�̄�z

T1z,w′T1′ + v′𝜃′
�̄�z

T1𝑦] is the eddy tracer flux vector (e.g., Andrews et al., 1987;
Abalos et al., 2017). v, w, and 𝜃 denote meridional velocity, vertical velocity, and potential temperature,
respectively. Overbars denote zonal mean and primes deviation from the zonal mean. v̄∗ and w̄∗ denote the
meridional and vertical components of the residual circulation. H denotes the scale height and is equal to
7 km, and z denotes the log pressure altitude and is equal to Hln(p0∕p) with p0 = 1, 000 hPa.

As described above, we have 45 July tracers and 45 August tracers. As it turns out, although the results are
qualitatively similar between July and August tracers, there are important differences between the July and
August tracers. Because of that, we first present the results for July tracers and discuss August tracers later.

3. Results
3.1. Fast Transport Pathway Into the UTLS During July: Description and Examination of
Underlying Mechanism
We begin by examining the ensemble mean of tracers released at the NH surface during the month of July.
Figure 1a shows the ensemble averaged modal transit time at 100 hPa. The modal transit time, or modal age,
is defined as the most probable transit time, corresponding to the peak time of the tracer evolution. More
precisely, for each ensemble member released at time t′, we have calculated the mode of the corresponding
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Figure 1. (a) Ensemble mean of the modal age evaluated at 100 hPa and (b) modal age of the ensemble mean of tracers
reaching 100 hPa. The modal age is in the unit of days, and white and gray contours highlight 5 and 10 days of modal
age, respectively. Black contours denote the coastlines and 2.5 km surfaces.

BIR (r, t|ΩNH , t′) and then taken the average over all ensemble members released during the month of July.
We have then designated this ensemble average as the modal age at 100 hPa for air that was last over the
NH surface, which is shown in Figure 1a. Note that in doing so we have assumed that each BIR contributes
equally to the mass at 100 hPa, but the results remain very similar when taking the total mass associated
with each individual BIR into account (not shown). In addition to calculating the ensemble average of the
individual members' modal ages, we also show in Figure 1b the modal age of the ensemble mean BIR at
100 hPa. Specifically, we have first taken the ensemble mean of BIR (r, t|ΩNH , t′) and then calculated the
modal age.

Figure 1 shows several features that are robust in both measures. In particular, even though the tracers are
released over the entire NH surface, there is a fast, localized transport pathway into the UTLS over the Asian
summer monsoon region, and the transport time scale gradually increases toward high latitudes. Using the
first measure (i.e., the ensemble mean of the individual modal ages), shown in Figure 1a, the fastest transport
pathway occurs primarily over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India, the Arabian Sea,
and Saudi Arabia and occurs on a modal time scale of 5–10 days. The second measure (Figure 1b) (i.e., the
modal age of the ensemble averaged BIR tracers) is similar to the first except that it takes about less than
5 days or so to reach 100 hPa over the regions of the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India,
the Arabian Sea ,and western Pacific, and about 5–10 days over the southeast Asia, Bay of Bengal, the Middle
East, and northern Africa. Transport pathways over the Bay of Bengal, northern India, and western Pacific
due to convective activities in these regions have also been discussed in previous studies (e.g., Bergman et al.,
2012; Vogel et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2011).

Considering that the tropopause height is typically located above 100 hPa over the Asian summer monsoon
region, Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1a but shows the ensemble mean modal age at 90, 95, and 100 hPa and
the tropopause level. The tropopause level is calculated as the lowest pressure level at which the temperature
lapse rate decreases to 2 K/km for each day and each tracer, and the tracer concentration is interpolated to
the tropopause level to calculate the modal age at the tropopause level. As can be seen, a minimum of modal
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Figure 2. (a–d) Similar to Figure 1a but at 90, 95, and 100 hPa and the tropopause level. (e) The difference between (c) and (d). The modal age is in unit of days.
Thick magenta, solid black, and dashed black contours plot the tropopause location at 95, 100, and 110 hPa, respectively, averaged during the first 10 days after
the release of tracer and averaged over the tracer ensemble.

age is found not only at 100 hPa, but also at 90 and 95 hPa over the Asian summer monsoon region, although
the modal age is older at 90 and 95 hPa, with values of approximately 25 and 15 days, respectively, compared
to 10 days at 100 hPa. Comparing the modal age results at 100 hPa and at the tropopause level (contrast
Figures 2c and 2d, difference shown in Figure 2e), as expected, the modal age is older at the tropopause level
compared to 100 hPa over the region where the tropopause is located above 100 hPa. Outside this region,
the modal age is younger at the tropopause level than at 100 hPa. Similarities in the modal age can be found
between 100 hPa and tropopause level over the region where the tropopause is located above 100 hPa—the
fastest transport occurs over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India, the Arabian Sea,
and Saudi Arabia—and it takes an additional couple of days to reach the tropopause level from 100 hPa
(Figure 2e). Because the results remain robust at different levels in the UTLS, we continue to use 100 hPa
for the remaining analyses.

In order to better understand the processes that contribute to the modal age presented in Figure 1, we now
examine the day-to-day evolution of the July ensemble BIR (Figure 3). More precisely, we average each BIR
over different periods since t′ (here 1–3, 4–6, 7–10, and 11–28 days). The tracer concentrations at 100 hPa,
at 30◦N, and in zonal mean are shown in Figure 3. The latitude 30◦N is chosen because it is close to the
tracer concentration maximum at 100 hPa during Days 1–3 (see Figure 3 the first row), but the results are
largely similar at 25◦N (not shown). During Days 1–3, as shown in Figure 3 first row, the tracer evolution is
characterized by a very fast and deep transport in the vertical direction from the surface to the UTLS, pri-
marily over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau and northern India and, to a lesser extent, over the
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Figure 3. Ensemble mean of July tracer evolution at 100 hPa (left column), at 30◦N (middle column), and in zonal mean (right column) averaged during days
1–3 (first row), days 4–6 (second row), days 7–10 (third row), and days 11–28 (fourth row). The units are mol/mol. Black contours in the left column plot the
coastlines and 2.5 km surfaces. Black shadings in the middle column plot the topography at 30◦N. Black contours in the middle and right columns plot the very
close to 0 (0.0001 mol/mol) contour lines.

western Pacific. A similar vertical plume is also seen over the North American sector but is generally shal-
lower than the one over the Asian monsoon sector. In the zonal mean, although the tracer transport in the
tropospheric column dominates in the NH deep tropics, due to the more zonally extended tracer transport
in the tropics and a maximum over the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean (not shown), the deep transport into
the UTLS is localized in the NH subtropical region. During Days 4–6, as shown in Figure 3 second row, in
addition to the vertical transport, horizontal advection by the Asian summer monsoon anticyclone can be
seen in both zonal and meridional directions, and the tracer is horizontally transported to the Middle East
and western Pacific in the UTLS region. These transient behaviors are also known as westward and east-
ward eddy shedding events that have been documented in previous studies (e.g., Hsu & Plumb, 2000; Garny
& Randel, 2013; Pan et al., 2016; Popovic & Plumb, 2001). During Days 7–10, as shown in Figure 3 third
row, the tracer evolution is mainly dominated by horizontal advection and asymmetries are seen between
northward and southward transport and between eastward and westward transport over the Asian summer
monsoon region. Specifically, at 100 hPa, the southward advection across the equator is more pronounced
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Figure 4. Ensemble mean of July tracer concentration tendency at 30◦N during days 1–3. (a) Tracer concentration
tendency, (b) sum of (c)–(f), (c–f) tendency due to vertical diffusion, shallow convection, deep convection, and resolved
dynamics, respectively. The units are mol/mol/day. Black shadings plot the topography at 30◦N. Black contours plot the
very close to 0 (0.0001 mol/mol/day) contour lines.

than the northward advection over the Asian summer monsoon region, and the easterly advection across
the Middle East and Africa is stronger than the westerly advection. Westerly advection is rather maximized
at about 300 hPa. During Days 11–28 (Figure 3 fourth row), although a local maximum in tracer concen-
tration is still seen over the Asian monsoon region, the overall tracer concentration starts to decay as seen
in the 30◦N vertical cross section and in the zonal mean because of the boundary condition that sets the
tracer concentration to zero whenever the tracer is in contact with the NH surface after the first day of
tracer release.

A qualitative comparison can be made with Orbe et al. (2016) in which a much smaller ensemble (4) of pulse
tracers were emitted over the NH midlatitude (30–50◦N) surface only. Comparing the zonal mean evolution
in our Figure 3 to Figures 4f and 4g of Orbe et al. (2016), there was no obvious increase of tracer concentration
in the NH subtropical UTLS in the latter study, likely because the surface emission was located north of the
fast transport pathway that we have found here. Also a clear amplified tracer concentration was found in
the midtroposphere of the Arctic region in Orbe et al. (2016), in contrast to our Figure 3, which is likely due
to their midlatitude surface emission and isentropic transport from the midlatitude surface to the Arctic
midtroposphere, whereas in our study the emission from high latitudes likely conceals the maximum in the
Arctic midtroposphere by the midlatitude surface emission.

Since the first few days are critical for the tracer to enter the UTLS, we further investigate the dynamical
mechanism underlying the fast transport using the tracer budget analysis. Figure 4 shows the tracer ten-
dency during Days 1–3 and contributions from individual processes, including vertical diffusion, shallow
convection, deep convection and resolved dynamics, and their sum, following equation (1). The sum of the
contributions from individual processes nicely resembles the net tracer tendency (contrast Figures 4a and
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Figure 5. Similar to Figure 4 but during days 4–6.

4b), which indicates the closure of the tracer budget. Again it can be seen that a deep plume of tracer is car-
ried vertically from the surface to the UTLS above 100 hPa over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau.
While shallow convection above the Tibetan Plateau and deep convection near the edge of the Plateau
dominate the tracer transport tendency up to 150–200 hPa (Figures 4d and 4e), it is the resolved dynamics
(Figure 4f), and to a lesser extent, vertical diffusion (Figure 4c) that further carry the tracers upward in the
UTLS. We note that our result of the dominance of shallow convection compared to deep convection over
the Tibetan Plateau is consistent with previous studies from observations and CAM5.3 model simulations
(e.g., Li & Zhang, 2017). In addition, during days 4–6, shown in Figure 5, the tracer evolution is dominated
by the resolved dynamics, and specifically, horizontal advection associated with the Asian monsoon anticy-
clone in the upper troposphere (Figure 5f). The easterly advection is stronger than the westerly advection in
the UTLS region (Figure 5f), which is in agreement with the result of more frequent westward eddy shed-
ding than eastward eddy shedding as found in previous studies (e.g., Hsu & Plumb, 2000; Garny & Randel,
2013; Popovic & Plumb, 2001; Pan et al., 2016).

To further examine the key players in the resolved dynamics, we analyze the zonal mean of the tracer
transport using the TEM framework. The TEM framework allows a further decomposition of the resolved
dynamics into advection by the mean residual circulation and eddy transport by rapid stirring and two-way
mixing of air parcels (e.g., Andrews et al., 1987; Abalos et al., 2017). Figures 6a–6f are similar to Figures 4 and
5 except during Days 1–6 in zonal mean. The results are qualitatively similar during Days 1–3 (not shown).
An enhanced tracer concentration is seen in the NH lower troposphere of the tropical and Arctic region and
in the upper troposphere of the NH tropical and subtropical region (Figure 6a). Transport across the equator
to the SH is also seen in the upper troposphere. From the budget analysis, while deep convection contributes
the largest in the deep tropics from about 700 to 200 hPa and the NH midlatitude midtroposphere (Figure 6e),
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Figure 6. Ensemble mean zonal mean tracer concentration tendency during days 1–6 for July tracers. (a) Tracer
concentration tendency, (b) sum of (c)–(f), (c–f) tendency due to vertical diffusion, shallow convection, deep
convection, and resolved dynamics, respectively. (g, h) Decomposition of resolved dynamics into advection and eddy
components. (i, j) Decomposition of the eddy component into the meridional eddy transport component (associated
with the meridional component of M⃗) and vertical eddy transport component (associated with the vertical component
of M⃗). The units are mol/mol/day. Black contours plot the very close to 0 (0.0001 mol/mol/day) contour lines.
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Figure 7. The (a) 200 hPa convective mass flux (CMF) from Zhang-McFarlane (ZM) deep convection (in unit of
kg/m2/s) and (b) 100 hPa w′2 (in unit of m2/s2) during July.

resolved dynamics play an important role in the upper troposphere from 400 to 100 hPa in the NH tropics
and subtropics, the middle-to-lower troposphere of the NH high latitudes, and the SH (Figure 6f).

The zonal mean resolved dynamics can be further decomposed into advection due to the mean residual cir-
culation and eddy transport, following equation (2). The sum of advection (Figure 6g) and eddy transport
(Figure 6h) is very similar to the resolved dynamics term (Figure 6f) (not shown). While advection plays
a significant role in the deep tropics in carrying the tracer across the equator (e.g., Chen et al., 2017; Orbe
et al., 2016), the eddy transport dominates in the NH upper troposphere and high latitude middle-to-lower
troposphere. We further decompose the eddy transport term into the meridional divergence term (Figure 6i)
and the vertical divergence term (Figure 6j). M⃗ is found to be dominated by the first component in both
directions, that is, v′T1′ and w′T1′ in latitude and log pressure directions, respectively (not shown). As can
be seen, the meridional divergence of the meridional eddy flux of tracer plays an important role in the tracer
transport at the NH high latitude middle-to-lower troposphere (Figure 6i). This is in agreement with the
results of isentropic transport from the NH midlatitude surface to the Arctic as found in previous studies
(e.g., Abalos et al., 2017; Laliberte & Kushner, 2014; Orbe et al., 2015). More importantly, it is the verti-
cal divergence of the vertical eddy flux of tracer that dominates in the NH tropical and subtropical UTLS
(Figure 6j). We note that some cancelation exists between the meridional (Figure 6i) and vertical (Figure 6j)
divergence of the eddy fluxes at around 30◦N, due to the northward divergence of the tracer associated with
the Asian monsoon upper-level anticyclone and the upward vertical eddy flux.

Figures 7a and 7b show the 200 hPa convective mass flux due to the Zhang-McFarlane parameterized deep
convection and 100 hPa variance of vertical eddy velocity, respectively. As can be seen, strong deep convective
mass flux is sparse and occurs over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau and the eastern edge of the
tropical Pacific. As discussed above, above 200 hPa or so, the resolved dynamics, specifically the vertical
divergence of vertical eddy flux, further carry the tracer upward. As shown in Figure 7b, large values of the
vertical eddy flux are seen primarily over the Asian summer monsoon region.
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Although the contribution of the vertical eddy flux is usually considered small in previous studies, a few
studies have suggested its importance in determining the tropical tropopause temperature (e.g., Abalos et al.,
2013; ; Holloway & Neelin, 2007; Kim et al., 2018; Yoshida & Yamazaki, 2010). For example, Yoshida and
Yamazaki (2010) performed numerical model experiments by modifying the tropical sea surface tempera-
ture and found the convergence of the vertical eddy heat flux critical in setting up the tropical tropopause
temperature response. Holloway and Neelin (2007) suggested that hydrostatic pressure gradients due to tro-
pospheric warming could drive a local ascent and adiabatic cooling. Here we find that the local ascent over
the Asian monsoon region also plays an important role in carrying the tracer in the UTLS. Similar conclu-
sions on the role of the upward ascent, driven by radiative heating, in the transport in the UTLS over the
Asian summer monsoon region are also suggested in previous studies (e.g., Bergman et al., 2012; Garny &
Randel, 2016; Park et al., 2007; Ploeger et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2019).

Therefore, to summarize, for the ensemble of BIR tracers released during July, we have found a fast transport
pathway from the NH surface to the UTLS over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India,
the Arabian Sea and Saudi Arabia. It occurs via a fast upward lift over the southern slope of the Tibetan
Plateau and northern India as a result of convection up to 200–300 hPa and vertical eddy flux at 100–200 hPa.
Strong easterly flow associated with the Asian monsoon upper-level anticyclone further transports the tracer
to the Middle East UTLS region. On the one hand, our results are in agreement with Fu et al. (2006) and
Bergman et al. (2013) that the vertical conduit occurs over the southern Tibetan Plateau. On the other hand,
our results disagree with Fu et al. (2006) in the underlying dynamical mechanism and find the importance
of vertical eddy flux, rather than deep convection, in lifting the tracer to the UTLS. While the transport
could possibly be sensitive to the convective parameterization scheme that is used in climate models (e.g.,
Donner et al., 2007), a recent study of Chen et al. (2018) used a convection-permitting regional model and
found that the isentropic upward mass transport by convective processes is weak in the UTLS over the Asian
summer monsoon region (see their Figures 5d and 7c). In contrast, the upward transport by large-scale flows
(regional scales in their definition) acts as a more important process than convection in the UTLS region
(contrast their Figures 7c and 7d), which is consistent with our conclusions.

3.2. Variations Among July Tracer Ensembles
Until now we have averaged out all transport variations with respect to t′ that occur over both weekly and
interannual time scales. While this was appropriate for a gross representation of the July ensemble mean,
we now investigate these variations in more detail, in particular, how (r, t|ΩNH , t′) depends on when the
pulse tracer is released from the surface during July. Since we have variabilities in both weekly and yearly
time scales, we first decompose the total variance into weekly and yearly variance as the following: Vartotal =
1
Y

∑Y Varweekl𝑦
(W−1)Y
WY−1

+ Var𝑦earl𝑦
(Y−1)W
WY−1

, where W denotes the number of tracers in each July with W = 5, Y
denotes the number of years with Y = 9, Varweekl𝑦 indicates the weekly variance for each July, and Var𝑦earl𝑦
is the yearly variance of individual July mean values. See Appendix A for more details.

Figure 8 shows the total standard deviation of the modal age among the July tracers and its decomposition
into weekly and yearly contributions, which is calculated as the square root of the first and second term
on the right-hand side of the above equation, respectively. The sum of square of Figure 8b and square of
Figure 8c is equal to square of Figure 8a (not shown). As in Figure 8a, the total standard deviation is relatively
small over the region of the Asian summer monsoon extending to northern Africa and the tropical Atlantic
Ocean, where young ensemble modal ages are found. Relatively large values of variability are found over
some higher latitude regions. As decomposed into weekly and yearly variabilities, both contribute to the
total variability (Figures 8b and 8c). But overall the weekly variability is larger than yearly variability over
most of the regions including the fast transport pathway over the Asian summer monsoon region. Therefore,
in order to obtain the entire spectrum of the intertracer differences, it is necessary to release tracers not only
over multiple years but also over multiple weeks.

Figure 9a plots the daily evolution of the tracer averaged over the Asian summer monsoon region (20–100◦E
and 10–30◦N) at 100 hPa for July tracer ensembles. Although the ensemble mean modal age is about 6 days,
there is a large spread in the modal age among the tracer ensembles, ranging from 4 to 28 days. Figures 9b–9e
further examines the mechanism underlying the modal age spread. First, the spread of modal age is not sta-
tistically significantly correlated with that of the 200 hPa convection driven transport tendency (Figure 9b,
correlation coefficient is 0.06). Rather, the modal age is strongly negatively correlated with the resolved
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Figure 8. (a) Standard deviation of modal age of July tracers at 100 hPa (color shadings, in unit of days).
Decomposition of (a) into weekly standard deviation (b) and yearly standard deviation (c). Thick black contours in all
three subplots show 10- and 20-day ensemble mean modal age, while thin black contours 30-, 40-, 50-, and 100-day
modal age. The sum of square of (b) and square of (c) is equal to square of (a) (not shown).

dynamics across the July tracers (Figure 9c, correlation coefficient is −0.57*, where asterisks denote statis-
tical significance at the 99% confidence level), suggesting that larger resolved dynamics in the UTLS tend
to result in faster transport. We note that the overall negative correlation shown in Figure 9c is mostly due
to the tracer ensembles that have relatively long modal age and there is a spread in the resolved dynamics
values for tracer ensembles of short modal age. This is because the transport mechanisms, including the
resolved dynamics, are directly related to the tendency of the tracer concentration, as in equation (1), instead
of modal age. For tracer ensembles that have young modal ages, different values of resolved dynamics are
associated with different tracer tendencies (not shown), despite similar modal ages, but this difference can
not be distinguished in Figure 9c. Furthermore, when decomposing the zonal mean resolved dynamics into
various contributions following equation (2), we find that the modal age is negatively correlated with the
zonal mean divergence of the vertical eddy flux of tracer across tracer ensembles (Figure 9d, correlation
coefficient is −0.54*). A negative correlation is also found with the variance of the vertical eddy velocity
(Figure 9e, correlation coefficient is −0.56* with the vertical eddy velocity variance in zonal mean and is
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Figure 9. (a) Daily evolution of July tracers averaged over 20–100◦E and 10–30◦N (Asian monsoon region) at 100 hPa.
Gray lines denote individual tracer ensemble, and thick black line plots the ensemble mean. Red lines highlight the
tracer ensemble whose modal age falls below the 25th percentile and thick red line plots their ensemble mean, and
similarly for the blue lines except that their corresponding modal age falls above the 75th percentile. Scatter plot of
modal age (calculated from a) versus (b) 200 hPa deep and shallow convection-driven transport tendency averaged over
the Asian monsoon region, (c) 100 hPa resolved dynamics-driven transport tendency averaged over the Asian monsoon
region, (d) 100 hPa divergence of vertical eddy flux of tracer in zonal mean, and (e) 100 hPa w′2 in zonal mean,
multiplied by a factor of 2 (blue) and averaged over the Asian monsoon region (black). The variables plotted on the 𝑦

axis of (b)–(e) are all averaged during days 1–6. The conclusions remain similar with the averages taken during days
1–3 (not shown). Correlation coefficients are (b) 0.06, (c) −0.57*, (d) −0.54*, and (e) −0.56* (blue, zonal mean) and
−0.37* (black, regional average), respectively, and asterisks denote statistical significance at the 99% confidence level.

−0.37* with the vertical eddy velocity variance averaged over the Asian monsoon region). Therefore, the
resolved dynamics, particularly the vertical eddy flux, also play a critical role in determining the ensemble
spread of the transport time scale in the UTLS.

3.3. Results for August Tracers
Next we discuss the results for the tracers that are released in August. Figure 10 shows the modal age for
August tracers in the ensemble mean. Although the minimum in modal age is similarly found over the Asian
summer monsoon region, it takes longer for transport to occur from the NH surface to 100 hPa during August
than July (Figure 10c). The modal age is about 15–20 days over the Asian monsoon region in Figure 10a and
20–25 days in Figure 10b. Modal ages of about 25 days or so are also found in the central and eastern tropical
Pacific. This difference in transport time scale between July and August is worth noticing and could be of
relevance to the planning of future aircraft campaigns.

Figure 11 is similar to Figure 6 but shows the difference in the tracer budget between the August tracers
and July tracers in ensemble average. Consistent with the relatively longer modal age in August compared
to July, it can be seen that the tracer concentration increases more slowly for August tracers than July trac-
ers, especially in the NH tropical and subtropical UTLS as well as the NH middle- and high-latitude lower
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Figure 10. (a, b) Similar to Figure 1 but for August tracers. Gray, dark gray, and darker gray contours highlight 15, 20,
and 25 days of modal age, respectively. (c) Difference in modal age between August and July (calculated as the
difference between Figures 10a and 1a).

troposphere (Figure 11a). The budget analysis indicates that the July-to-August difference in the NH low
latitude UTLS is primarily because of the difference in resolved dynamics (Figure 11f), while there is no
systematic difference in convective activities (Figures 11d and 11e). Further decomposition reveals the dom-
inance of the eddy transport (Figure 11h), especially the meridional divergence of meridional eddy flux of
tracer in the tropics (Figure 11i) and the vertical divergence of vertical eddy flux of tracer in the subtropics
(Figure 11j), in the July-to-August difference. We note that there is some cancelation between the merid-
ional and vertical divergence in the UTLS region in the NH tropics and subtropics (Figures 11i and 11j).
The July-to-August difference in the meridional divergence between about 15–30◦N (Figure 11i) also shows
a weakening compared to this quantity during July (Figure 6i), and similarly for the vertical divergence
in this region (Figures 6j and 11j). Similar July-to-August difference in vertical eddy flux is also seen in
the ERA-Interim reanalysis (not shown), which likely supports the robustness of this July-to-August differ-
ence. However, it still remains unclear to us why the difference in the vertical eddy flux in the UTLS region
between July and August and this question is worth further investigation in future work.
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Figure 11. Similar to Figure 6 but for the difference between August and July tracers in ensemble mean. Note the
different color bars as compared to Figure 6.
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Figure 12. Similar to Figure 8 but during August.

Figure 12 is similar to Figure 8 and shows the total standard deviation among all the August tracers and con-
tributions from weekly and yearly standard deviations. The total variability during August is overall larger
than that during July (contrast Figures 8a and 12a). Small variabilities are found over the central and eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean, northern South America and tropical Atlantic Ocean while large variabilities are seen
at higher latitudes (Figure 12a). Similar to the results during July, the weekly variability also contributes to
a larger extent to the total variability than the year variability (Figures 12b and 12c).

4. Conclusion and Discussions
In this study, we have investigated the fast transport pathway from the NH surface to the UTLS during north-
ern summer and the underlying mechanism by using the pulse tracer diagnostic implemented in WACCM5.
From the analyses, we have addressed the following questions:

1. Is there a preferred transport pathway from the NH surface to the UTLS during northern summer? Yes, a
preferred transport pathway occurs over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau, northern India, which
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is in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2006). The tracer is further
quickly advected by the easterly flow to the Middle East UTLS.

2. What is the time scale of the transport, especially for that component occurring on fast (i.e., daily) time
scales? The ensemble mean modal transit time for tracers released at the NH surface to reach the UTLS at
about 100 hPa is about 5–10 days during July and 15–20 days during August for the fast transport. While
the July versus August differences are significant, the weekly variations manifest in each ensemble are
large, especially relative to interannual variability.

3. What is the mechanism underlying the transport? The tracer budget analysis reveals that while convective
processes lift the tracer to 200–300 hPa, it is the resolved dynamics that is key to carry the tracer upward
into the UTLS. Further decomposition using the TEM framework demonstrates the dominance of the
vertical eddy flux in the UTLS. The vertical eddy flux is also responsible for the tracer-to-tracer modal age
spread during July as well as July-to-August difference.

We have built upon the results presented in Orbe et al. (2016) by focusing only on transport during boreal
summer and on transport to the UTLS. In doing so, we have produced a much larger ensemble of BIR tracers
(90 vs. 4 in that study) which has allowed us to explore transport variations with respect to weekly, monthly,
and interannual time scales that were not considered in that study. Indeed, one of the main results from
this study is that the differences in transport within July are even larger than interannual variations. We
stress that this is not obvious and has important implications not only for how future pulse tracer studies are
designed but also particularly for how observations of the UTLS are performed, suggesting that aircraft cam-
paigns place high priority on sampling variations occurring over the course of individual summer months.
In addition, unlike in Orbe et al. (2016), we also afford a more complete look into the dynamical drivers of
transport to the UTLS through use of a rigorous tracer budget analysis. In particular, the tracer budget anal-
ysis reveals that while convective processes lift the tracer to 200–300 hPa, resolved dynamics, specifically
the vertical eddy flux, is the key to further carry the tracer to 100–150 hPa.

It is possible that the results could be sensitive to the model's representation of convection. As found in
Donner et al. (2007), in a revised deep convection parameterization scheme that further includes mesoscale
updrafts and downdrafts, the resulting cumulus mass flux and chemical transport are able to penetrate the
tropopause level. However, Chen et al. (2018) used a convection-permitting regional model and found that
the isentropic upward mass transport in the UTLS is dominated by the large-scale circulation, rather than
convection over the Asian summer monsoon region (contrast their Figures 7c and 7d), which is consistent
with our conclusions. We emphasize that the simulated short transport time scale over the Asian summer
monsoon region is in qualitative agreement with previous observational studies (e.g., Bian et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2005; Randel & Park, 2006; Randel et al., 2010). Although simulated convection could possibly be
biased, the results might also indicate that convection is not crucial in the UTLS transport.

Our results also point to the importance of the vertical eddy flux in carrying the tracer to the UTLS region.
However, only a few previous studies have documented the role of the vertical eddy flux in the tropical
tropopause temperature and tracer transport (e.g., Abalos et al., 2013; Holloway & Neelin, 2007; Kim et al.,
2018; Yoshida & Yamazaki, 2010). Because of its critical role in the UTLS, more studies are needed for a
better understanding of the vertical eddy flux and the mechanism underlying it.

Our results demonstrate a fast transport pathway from the NH surface to the UTLS. The results suggest that
anthropogenic emissions released over the southern slope of the Tibetan Plateau and northern India likely
have a larger influence on the stratospheric chemistry because of the fast transport time scale. Future work
will extend the analysis to more realistic chemical species such as CO and other tropospheric pollutants and
examine how the transport time scale is affected by source/sink distribution of chemical species.

Appendix A: Analysis of Variance
Here we show the decomposition of the total variance into weekly and yearly variance:

Vartotal =
1

WY − 1

Y∑
𝑗=1

W∑
i=1

(xi𝑗 − x̄..)2 (A1)

= 1
WY − 1

Y∑
𝑗=1

W∑
i=1

(xi𝑗 − x̄.𝑗 + x̄.𝑗 − x̄..)2 (A2)
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= 1
WY − 1

Y∑
𝑗=1

W∑
i=1

(xi𝑗 − x̄.𝑗)2 + 1
WY − 1

Y∑
𝑗=1

W∑
i=1

(x̄.𝑗 − x̄..)2 (A3)

= 1
Y

Y∑
𝑗=1

W∑
i=1

(xi𝑗 − x̄.𝑗)2

W − 1
(W − 1)Y
WY − 1

+

Y∑
𝑗=1

(x̄.𝑗 − x̄..)2

Y − 1
(Y − 1)W
WY − 1

(A4)

= 1
Y

Y∑
Varweekl𝑦

(W − 1)Y
WY − 1

+ Var𝑦earl𝑦
(Y − 1)W
WY − 1

(A5)

where W denotes the number of tracers in each July and W = 5, Y denotes the number of years and Y = 9,
Varweekl𝑦 indicates the weekly variance for each July, and Var𝑦earl𝑦 is the yearly variance of individual July
mean values.
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